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WC:  Veronica Ortiz

Greetings, and welcome to the Astronomy Department Live Chat! Our faculty 
and student panelists from the Astronomy department will arrive to answer 
your questions. 

WC:  Veronica Ortiz

We will kick things off with a quick introduction and you'll then have an hour to 
ask any questions you might have about the major, coursework, and research 
and employment opportunities. I am Veronica Ortiz, Senior Associate Director 
of Admission at Whitman, I'll be here to support with quesions as well.

WC: Veronica Ortiz

Today, I am joined by Andrea Dobson, Associate Professor of Astronomy & 
General Studies. We also have Michael Daniel, 2020, current student majoring 
in Physics-Astronomy. Ask away!

WC: Andrea Dobson

I'm Andrea Dobson. I am one of two faculty in the Astronomy Department as 
well as being a Whitman alum, class of '82. After grad school and a post-doc in 
New Mexico, I came back here to teach starting in 1989. I teach a broad range 
of classes, from Finding Our Place in the Universe to Galaxies and Cosmology.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

My name is Michael Daniel. I am a senior (4th year) Astronomy-Physics major at 
Whitman. Astronomy-Physics is a combined major, which means I am required 
to meet major requirements that include a substantial number of courses from 
the astronomy and physics deartments.

WC: Veronica Ortiz
Michael, that's great that you studied abroad! Where did you go and what was 
that experience like?

WC: Michael Daniel '20

I went to Iceland! I had a great time. My experience was a bit different than 
other Whitman student', as I went over the summer instead of during the 
semester. I used my study abroad as an opportunity to take some classes that 
Whitman does not offer.

Holden
Hi Andrea, can you tell me about cosmology and theory's beyond the Big Bang 
for the origins of the universe.

WC: Andrea Dobson

It's the ultimate in hubris, thinking that we can comprehend the entire 
universe! The Big Bang, a hot expanding beginning, is the pretty dominant 
model. There are some cool ideas about whether there are really a lot of 
universes and ours is just a little part

Zac
Hi Michael, could you tell me a bit about credits for the astronomy-physics 
combined major?

WC: Andrea Dobson
And Holden, One of our seniors this year is doing a senior research project 
reading up on the multiverse models.

Susan
Michael, did you start out as an Astronomy-Physics major, and if not what 
changed your interest to that field?

Zac Also what was it like studying abroad with your major?

Holden Thanks, do these projects get public

Lily
Hello Prof. Dobson, What do minors typically look like for students who pick an 
astronomy major?

WC: Michael Daniel '20

For the credits for the Astronomy-Physics degree you have to take the intro 
astronomy and intro physics courses and then take a given number of the 
higher level courses from both the astronomy and physics departments.

Holden Do these projects get published or shared out?



WC: Andrea Dobson
Students with some astro major can have a minor in just about anything -- 
classics, musics, German.

WC: Michael Daniel '20
For credits you also have to take through differential equations, which if you 
come in starting in Calculus 1 is 4 math classes

WC: Andrea Dobson

Holden, are you talking about student research getting published? Almost all of 
our students do some sort of research project. There are posters on the wall 
across from my office from the three students who presented at the American 
Astronomical Society 

WC: Michael Daniel '20

I came into Whitman pretty much decided as an Astronomy-Physics major. I 
really enjoy learning about space, enjoyed the classes and professors and stuck 
with the major.

WC: Andrea Dobson

Lily, a bit more on your question -- we've had students double-major as well. 
One junior is a double with music performance; a few years ago one doubled 
with philosophy and is now a successful science writer.

Zac
Michael, is there anything you wish you'd known as a freshman planning to do 
astronomy-physics?

WC: Michael Daniel '20

My study abroad for my major was fine, as I studied abroad during the summer. 
I know that some students will have to miss some of the classes that are 
offered. Most higher level astronomy and physics classes are offered every 
other year, so if you go abroad, you'll need to plan for that.

WC: Andrea Dobson
Let me add that faculty are pretty supportive of students working in some study 
abroad experience.

Lily
How often do students get to practice astronomy at an observatory or the 
planetarium?

WC: Michael Daniel '20

As a freshman, I think I would have wanted to know that finishing distributions 
would not be the easiest. For the astronomy-physics combined major, you 
spend the first 4 semesters basically taking the intro astronomy, physics, and 
math classes that you ha

WC: Andrea Dobson

Planetarium definitely. For instance, each fall at family weekend we do nine 
short shows for visitors and students do all of those. The observatory depends a 
bit on the weather! This year, of course, while the weather has been nice this 
spring everybody is indoors

Holden

What are the plans for study abroad in this upcoming year, with the unknown 
factor due to CoVID. What are some of the ideas if this shelter in place goes on 
longer than expected?

WC: Veronica Ortiz

Hello Holden, that is a great question. Unfortunately, we do not have simple or 
clear answers. We'll have to wait and see. Should travel restrictions ease up, we 
may have some opportunities.

Zac
What is the astronomy-physics credit number requirement like in comparison 
to a double or regular single major?

David
I was wondering if you could explain a little about the 3-2 engineering program 
and what requirements there are for transfer

WC: Andrea Dobson
Zac -- the combined is the 3 intro classes each in astro and physics and then a 
single major's worth of upper-division classes.

Zac Thank you!



Aidan How common is an Astronomy-Mathematics degree?

Vincent How easy is it for students of other majors to get into an Astronomy class?

WC: Andrea Dobson

David -- I'm not sure exactly, but I know we have had people who have been 
able to do some astro and then decide whether to stay and do a 4-yr phys-astr 
or go on to the 3-2 school. Or we 've had people stay for 4 years and then go to 
grad school for a masters

WC: Andrea Dobson

Aidan, we did have one astro-math a few years ago. That was an individually 
planned major. . .question would be why not major in one and minor in the 
other. It can be done, though.

WC: Andrea Dobson

Vincent, we have one intro and a couple of 200-level courses specifically for 
non majors. In the Astr 170s, the 3 majors' intro courses, I usually have 15 or so, 
i.e., about half, of the class who aren't planning on being majors.

Aidan Thank you :)

WC: Veronica Ortiz

Hi David. For the 3-2 Engineering program, students typically major in Physics, 
Chemistry, Math, Biophysics, etc. Students work wit the 3-2 Advisor to and 
transfer either to Caltech, Columbia University, Washington University in St. 
Louis, or the Unive

WC: Andrea Dobson

Let me add a couple more comments about astro majors: We have three flavors 
of astronomy major: Students who hope to go on to graduate school usually 
choose the combined Physics-Astronomy major, since Astronomy graduate 
programs look for a solid foundation

Holden Hi Andrea, who is one of your favorite astronomers and why?

WC: Veronica Ortiz I love your questions Holden! Tres bien!

WC: Andrea Dobson

Current or historical? Caroline Herschel worked at her brother's side while he 
was discovering the planet Uranus; she didn't get much credit for all her work, 
though. I'm impressed in the early 20th century by Cecelia Payne-Gapschkin.

Holden Thanks Andrea

WC: Andrea Dobson

If you want a couple more, Henrietta Leavitt, also early 20th century, played a 
major role in the discovery that those fuzzy things out there were actually other 
galaxies. totally blew the universe wide open.

Zac
About how many students per class major in astronomy or an astrobomy 
combined major

Holden Who is the leading female astrologer today?

WC: Andrea Dobson
And then Vera Rubin played a major role in the 1970s in dicsovering that 
galaxies are mostly dark matter.

WC: Michael Daniel '20
It varies a lot by year. My year and last years class both have 5 astronomy-X 
majors. The current juniors have about 13 I think.

WC: Andrea Dobson Ooh, astronomer, yes?! we get that a lot. ;-)

Aidan I liked reading up on Mary Somerville on the wiki

WC: Andrea Dobson Yes!

Holden oops, I meant the other

WC: Andrea Dobson
I'm partial to some of our alums. . .like the woman who is in charge of the 
voyager extended interstellar mission.

Holden That's cool!



Zac Voyager?? That's so cool!

WC: Andrea Dobson Guys too., like being in charge of landing Mars rovers, he's a Whittie.

WC: Veronica Ortiz These are great questions so far! Keep them coming.

Conor
Hi Professor Dobson and Michael, do you know if any students have had the 
opportunity to research gravitational waves or do any work at LIGO?

WC: Andrea Dobson
Up above I mentioned that Michael did some research last summer. . .he can 
talk about that a bit.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

Last summer I had a research internship through the National Science 
Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) at the MIT Haystack 
Observatory in Westford, MA. This was a full-time, paid 10-week internship 
over the summer. 

Zac
(in your opinion) what's the coolest project a Whittie astro student has worked 
on?

WC: Andrea Dobson
One of our juniors worked last summer on LISA, a space-based gravitational 
wave project.

WC: Andrea Dobson And LIGO is just down the road a bit, so yes, people have worked with them.

Aidan How often do you code in R?

WC: Michael Daniel '20
On the LIGO project, one of the physics majors did a project 2 summers ago 
working with LIGO on something with noise

WC: Andrea Dobson

Coolest project. . .the projects I mentioned above, exoplanets, Michael's event 
horizon stuff, Liam's gravitational wave work. . .wow, non of that was even a 
thing just a few years back!

Holden

Can you tell me how the Whittie got to his position in being in charge of the 
landing Mars rover? What sort of programs and mentoring from Whitman did 
he do?

Zac
Do you recommend incoming astronomy-physics students have programming 
skills? If so which language?

WC: Andrea Dobson
Holden -- He was in the 3/2 program, so lots of math, physics, astro here, and 
then more work + grad school in engineering.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

Aidan- I don't think R is used too often in Astronomy. Some people might. From 
my experience Python and IDLE are used a lot. I would recommend taking the 
intro computer science course at Whitman (CS-167) as soon as you can fit it 
into your schedule

WC: Michael Daniel '20 IDL not IDLE

WC: Andrea Dobson
We do have some people programming in R. Students often learn 
Mathematica. And LaTeX.

Holden Is there any study of celestial navigation.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

There is no full class on celestial navigation. There is a little in 177 (Sky and 
Planets). I am currently doing an independent study on astrodynamics which I 
am doing, and I am looking some at celestial navigation.mechanics in that..

Holden Thanks Michael

WC: Andrea Dobson
I've had a couple of students do independent projects on celestial navigation 
over the year.



Aidan
What are some recent advances (like imaging a black hole) happening in the 
field?

Holden Thanks Andrea, that's good to know

WC: Andrea Dobson

Aidan -- one of the big things right now are called fast radio bursts (FRBs), some 
of which are repeaters. They seem to be very bright and if we could figure them 
out they might help us measure better the expansion of the universe at large 
distances.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

They are supposed to be releasing the image of Sgr A* (the black hole at the 
center of our galaxy) soonish! There is also a lot of work going on in creating 
the next generation telescope able to take more images of black holes. 

Aidan Crazy

Holden Can you explain more about fast radio burst?

WC: Andrea Dobson

Another thought about programming. My departmental colleague teaches a 
one-credit programming in astronomy class to help students learn to do data 
analysis.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

A fair number of astronomy students will do research programs through the 
National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU). 
The REU program lets you work with mentors over a summer on a project. That 
is the program participated in.  

WC: Veronica Ortiz
Great questions, everyone--sorry to interrupt! Our panelists will be in the chat 
for about ten more minutes, so be sure to get your final questions in.

WC: Andrea Dobson

FRBs. Yeah, wish I could ;-). They are really bright, really short, bursts of radio 
energy from very far away. Tons of them have been discovered by a new radio 
observatory called CHIME just north of us in British Columbia.

Aidan Is data analysis common among astronomical research?

Zac Do most astronomy majors do internships during the summer?

WC: Michael Daniel '20
A lot of astronomers will do data analysis, a lot of astronomical research is 
coding of some sort now a days.

WC: Andrea Dobson
on 1998 OR2, I'd say look online for a sky map showing where it will be in the 
sky when it is at it's brightest. You'll need a telescope.

WC: Michael Daniel '20

Most will do some sort of internship during the summer. Some will do it 
through the NSF REU programs or other university independent programs. 
Some will also work with one of the astronomy faculty at Whitman on research 
over the summer.

WC: Andrea Dobson
Or a lot of the combined majors work with physics faculty, also, characterizing 
dark matter particles, for example.

Aidan
How do you think a visit to Mars would improve observations in Astronomy, 
given that they could get a view from a different planet?

WC: Andrea Dobson
My colleague, Prof. Paust, works on globular cluster ages, metallicities, and 
students often work with him.

WC: Michael Daniel '20
I think NASA just came out with some news that they are looking at point an 
observatory on the far side of the moon.

WC: Andrea Dobson
Aidan -- well maybe. I think the back side of the Moon would be a good place to 
put observatories, out of the way of radio and IR emission from Earth.



Aidan True, more accessible

WC: Michael Daniel '20
I really enjoyed the 'The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the Harvard 
Observatory Rook the Measure of the Stars' by Dava Sobel

WC: Andrea Dobson Sean Carroll is a good author (the cosmologist, not the evolutionary biologist).

WC: Andrea Dobson glad to have you

WC: Michael Daniel '20

Michio Kaku and Brian Greene both have several books out that are on a range 
of topics in physics and astronomy written to be more accessible to the general 
public

Zac Thank you for all the information! So excited for the fall :)

Holden Thanks, I'll have to check these authors and titles out

Aidan Yeah, thank you peeps

WC: Andrea Dobson
Zac, and anybody, hey, come by and chat with me in the fall about taking astro 
classes.

Conor Thank you for answering our questions today!

Zac Thank you

WC: Veronica Ortiz

Thanks to all of you for your participation today! We'll release a transcript of 
this chat in the next week. And keep checking in for chats with students and 
professors across (at least) 20 more majors and programs throughout this week 
and next!

WC: Andrea Dobson
Thanks for your questions; happy to answer more, if you wish. Feel free to 
email me at dobson@whitman.edu.

WC: Michael Daniel '20
Thanks for the questions! If you have more question feel free to reach out to 
me at danielmf@whitman.edu

Holden Thank you, great chat!

WC: Andrea Dobson Sure!

WC: Veronica Ortiz It all goes well, looking forward to seeing some of you this fall.

WC: Veronica Ortiz Thank you to all again. We'll stay on two more minutes and then bid you adieu.


